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ABSTRACT: Controlling stimulated emission is of impor-
tance because it competes with absorption and fluorescence
under intense laser excitation. We performed resonant
nonlinear optical spectroscopy measurements using femto-
second pulses shaped by π- or π/2-step phase functions and
carried out calculations based on density matrix representation
to elucidate the experimental results. In addition, we compared
enhancements obtained when using other pulse shaping
functions (chirp, third-order dispersion, and a time-delayed
probe). The light transmitted through the high optical density
solution was dominated by an intense stimulated emission
feature that was 14 times greater for shaped pulses than for
transform limited pulses. Coherent enhancement depending
on the frequency, temporal, and phase characteristics of the shaped pulse is responsible for the experimental observations.

■ INTRODUCTION

The propagation of femtosecond pulses in optically dense
media is affected by linear processes such as absorption and
fluorescence and by nonlinear processes such as multiphoton
excitation and stimulated emission. Stimulated emission as
defined by Einstein is a coherent process independent of how
population inversion was achieved. In the context of the present
research, where a single femtosecond pulse is responsible for
creating population inversion and stimulating emission, it is
appropriate to consider stimulated emission to be the field
emitted by the third- or higher-order polarization of the system
and is therefore a subject of nonlinear optical spectroscopy.
Resonant ultrafast nonlinear optical spectroscopy has

blossomed in the past three decades because nonlinear signals
depend on frequency, time, and phase characteristics of the
incident laser pulses and provide richer information than is
available from linear spectroscopic methods.1−5 Nonlinear four-
wave mixing spectroscopies6,7 measure the third-order polar-
ization resulting from the coherent interaction of two or more
laser pulses with the molecule, and the signal emitted by the
sample is usually a coherent optical beam. Our research group
has been developing nonlinear optical spectroscopic methods
involving a single ultrafast shaped laser pulse in an effort to
simplify experimental implementations through eliminating the
need for multiple phase-related pulses.8−10

Early studies on fluorescence yield dependence on chirp
found that positively chirped pulses led to greater fluores-
cence.11 The findings were explained by invoking a wave packet
following model whereby low frequency photons in the pulse
deplete population in the excited state when negatively chirped
pulses are used. Chirp was proposed as a means to control
ground and excited state populations, and this control was later

applied to photon echo studies.12,13 Connection between
depletion and enhanced stimulated emission confirmed control
of excited and ground state populations using chirped pulses.14

Stimulated emission competes with fluorescence as laser
intensity increases, but peak intensity is not the only factor
for enhancing stimulated emission. Negatively chirped pulses,
for example, deplete excited state population by stimulated
emission.9,14−16 Bardeen et al. carried out a study on coherent
control of electronic population.17 The optimization algorithm
found maximum excited state population for positively chirped
pulses, consistent with Bardeen’s previous results.11 Unfortu-
nately, their algorithm explored only a small subset of possible
phases. Therefore, it is unclear what is required to enhance
stimulated emission from molecules in solution because of
inter- and intramolecular energy relaxation, solvation dynamics,
and electronic dephasing occurring on femtosecond to
picosecond time scales. Maximum stimulated emission, there-
fore, should depend on time, frequency, and phase character-
istics of the pulse. For example, fluorescence and stimulated
emission have been found to be out-of-phase from each other.18

More recent experiments on the effect of pulse shaping on
stimulated emission following a white-light probe pulse found
1.4× enhancement.19 The use of separate pump and probe
pulses in that work prevented the determination of phase
dependence between excitation and stimulated emission.
Here we explore stimulated emission resulting from the

third-order polarization of cyanine dye molecules in solution
when using a spectral phase step function. Two-photon
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transition control has been particularly successful when using a
phase step because of constructive interference occurring at
twice the frequency corresponding to the position of the phase
step; this control has been reported for atoms as well as large
organic molecules.20−33 The similarity between two-photon
excitation and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
led to a phase step being used to enhance CARS signals.34,35

Under direct resonance with a transition, a phase step has been
used on isolated atoms and diatomics, detecting the resonant
features as the phase step is scanned within the bandwidth of
the excitation pulse.27,36−38 There is only one case when the
transmitted laser and resulting third-order polarization has been
analyzed theoretically when using a phase step,39 and that study
was inspired by the results being presented here.
We chose Indocyanine Green, also known as IR125, or

Cardiogreen for our experiments, the same molecule used by
Bardeen et al.17 IR125 contains two 1,1-dimethylbenzo[e]-
indole moieties connected by a seven-carbon conjugated
polyene chain and has been studied extensively because of its
low toxicity and fast elimination, making it ideal for in vivo
fluorescent imaging and photodynamic therapy.40,41 Cyanine
dyes in general are also good models for understanding
rhodopsin photoisomerization.42 Indocyanine Green has an
absorption maximum in methanol at 784 nm, fluorescence
maximum at 837 nm, quantum yield of 0.132, and coherence
dephasing time of ∼100 fs.43,44

The purpose of this study is to determine the optimum
characteristics of a femtosecond pulse for enhancing stimulated
emission and concomitantly excited state depletion beyond

what can be achieved through properly timed pump−probe
pulses or chirped pulses. Here we refer to the third-order
polarization resulting from the interaction with a single phase-
shaped pulse and not to the stimulated emission often
associated with laser amplification where a pump laser creates
population inversion and a seed pulse with very different
characteristics is amplified through stimulated emission.19 We
chose phase step functions because the corresponding time-
domain ultrafast pulses are compact and have a temporally long
out-of-phase component. Using ±π/2-step phase functions, we
explore if phase is of importance beyond the presence of a
sharp step. Finally, we compare results from a number of
measurements including linear chirp, cubic phase, and pump−
probe type excitation.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (∼800 μJ, 1 kHz) centered
at 800 nm and a diffractive LCOS based 4-f pulse shaper
(MIIPS-HD, Biophotonic Solutions Inc.) were used to prepare
the shaped ultrafast pulses. The pulse shaper was used to
measure and correct high-order phase distortions from the
amplified laser output and produce transform-limited pulses at
the sample using MIIPS.45 The shaper was then used to
introduce the desired phase functions; typically, the shorter
wavelengths had a constant zero phase and the longer
wavelengths had a constant π-phase.
The laser beam was attenuated and spatially apertured using

an iris having a diameter (1/e2) of ∼4 mm to have uniform

Figure 1. (a) Jablonski diagram showing the excitation pulse (green) and stimulated emission (red) between the ground and excited states. (b)
Normalized absorption spectrum of IR125 in methanol (blue), laser excitation spectrum (green), and unfiltered stimulated emission spectrum (red)
due to a π-phase step (dashed black) on the excitation spectrum. (c) Double-logarithmic plot of the electric field amplitude of a TL pulse (dashed)
and a pulse having a π-phase step at 826.5 nm on the excitation spectrum (black). Inset shows the real part of the electric field (gray) and electric
field amplitude (black) for the phase-modulated pulse along with the electric field amplitude of the TL pulse (dashed). (d) Corresponding Wigner
representation of the phase step shaped pulse.
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intensity across the beam. Note the beam was not focused.
Pulse energy of 40 μJ was used to excite the sample, which
corresponds to a peak intensity of ∼4 × 109 W/cm2 for the
unmodulated transform limited (TL) pulses. Experiments were
performed on samples of IR125 in methanol having optical
densities of 0.7 and 2.5 in a 1 mm cuvette at room temperature.
The calculated probability of excitation (P = Fσ) from first-
order perturbation theory using the absorption cross section
(σ) of 5.35 × 1020 m2 and photon flux through the sample (F)
as 1.39 × 1019 m−2 was P = 0.7. A schematic diagram of the
experiment is shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows the
normalized molecular absorption spectrum (blue), spectrum of
the laser (green) with spectral phase (dashed black line), and
the resulting stimulated emission spectrum (red). The
transmitted laser light along with the stimulated emission
from the sample was detected ∼20 cm away from the cell in the
direction of propagation of the beam to minimize fluorescence
detection, using a high-resolution compact spectrometer (HR-
4000, Ocean Optics). The optical (time and frequency)
characteristics of the phase-shaped pulses are shown in Figure
1c,d. The phase-modulated pulse has tails in time domain as
compared to a TL pulse, and these long tails decay slowly as
can be seen in the double-logarithmic plot in Figure 1c. The
temporal profiles of the electric field amplitude for TL (dashed
lines) and phase-modulated pulses (solid lines) are shown in
the inset along with the real part of the electric field for the
phase-modulated pulse. Most importantly, these tails have a
corresponding instant optical frequency (ωs) equal to the
frequency of the position of the phase step. A Wigner plot of
the pulse with a phase step, shown in Figure 1d, illustrates the
discontinuity and the appearance of the long tails.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spectrum of the transmitted laser light with the prominent
stimulated emission peak, along with numerical simulations, are

shown in Figure 2 for both transform limited (TL) (black) and
π-phase step shaped pulses at 826.5 nm (red). Figures 2a and
2b show experimental and simulated spectra for optical density
of OD ∼ 0.7, while Figures 2c and 2d show data for OD ∼ 2.5.
The optically dense medium absorbs most of the laser light,
making the stimulated emission more prominent wavelength
region. Stimulated emission generated by TL pulses is observed
near 827 nm in Figures 2a and 2c. The sharp narrow-band
emission near 827 nm is observed when using π-phase step
shaped pulses. Stimulated emission enhancement factors
(shaped/TL) at 827 nm for phase step shaped pulses of 6×
and 14× were observed for 0.7 and 2.5 OD solutions. The
enhanced feature was found to grow exponentially with laser
intensity (see Supporting Information and Figure S1).
The phase and sign of the phase dependence on the observed

stimulated emission enhancement was tested. For π-phase step
shaped pulses, no sign dependence is expected; however, when
using +π/2 and −π/2 phase step shaped pulses sign
dependence in the observed enhancement was observed as
shown in Figure 3.
Conceptually we understand the observed enhancement of

the coherent processes as follows. The phase step modulated
pulse has two components in the time domain: a strong short
pulse and a much weaker long pulse as shown in Figure 1c. The
bulk of the strong pulse excites the system and the tail of the
phase-modulated pulse having the step frequency imprinted on
it interacts with the molecules in the excited state after a given
time and coherently induces stimulated emission. For higher
OD samples, the tail of the pulse encounters a population
inversion at the longer wavelengths, which leads to further
amplification. Both timing and phase of the excitation pulse are
essential to observe the enhancement as evidenced by results
from +π/2 and −π/2 phase steps at 820.3 nm in Figure 3.
While the +π/2 phase step leads to enhancement in the signal

Figure 2. Transmitted signals showing a sharp stimulated emission near 827 nm. Results are shown for TL (black) and shaped pulses having π-phase
step at 825.6 nm (red). Experimental results are shown in panels (a) and (c) for samples having an OD ∼ 0.7 and 2.5, respectively. Corresponding
numerical simulations are shown in panels (b) and (d).
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near the step position, the −π/2 step leads to a depletion in the
stimulated emission spectrum near the step position.
The hypothesis that the out-of-phase tail of the π-phase step

shaped pulse leads to the enhanced stimulated emission was
tested by three different pulse-shaping strategies; results are
shown in Figure 4. First, delaying the spectral components with
wavelengths longer than 815 nm with respect to the rest of the
excitation spectrum resulted in a significant increase in
stimulated emission when the probe arrives after the pump
pulse, with a maximum observed at 94 fs delay (see Figure 4a).
The maximum signal corresponds to the point when the linear
phase used to delay the pulse has a π-phase shift at 826 nm with
respect to the pump pulse as shown in Figure 4a, inset. The
measured spectra corresponding to the minimum (black, at
delay of −320 fs) and maximum enhancement (red, at delay of
94 fs) are shown in Figure 4b. Second, a positive cubic spectral
phase creates a pulse with a fast rise and a slow decay; the time
ordering is reversed for negative cubic functions. The
enhancement observed, shown in Figure 4c, was very similar

Figure 3. Experimental stimulated emission spectra when excited with
laser pulses having a +π/2 (black) and −π/2 (red) phase step
modulation at 820.3 nm from a sample of IR 125 in methanol having
OD = 0.4.

Figure 4. Experimentally measured enhanced transmissions as a function of phase shaping. (a) Integrated transmission measured as a function of
time delay of the spectral components with wavelengths longer than 815 nm with respect to the rest of the pulse; (b) corresponding spectra for
maximum (red) and minimum (black) delay values. (c) Integrated transmission measured as a function of a cubic phase; (d) corresponding spectra
for maximum (red) minimum (black) cubic phase values. (e) Integrated transmission measured as a function of linear chirp; (f) corresponding
spectra for the maximum (red) and minimum (black) chirp values.
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to the pump−probe results. No enhancement was observed for
negative cubic phases when the tail arrives before the main
pulse. The spectra corresponding to the minimum (black, for
cubic phase of −282 000 fs3) and maximum (red, for cubic
phase of 56 700 fs3) are shown in Figure 4d. Third, negatively
chirped pulses, having higher frequencies arriving before the
lower frequencies, were also found to enhance stimulated
emission as shown in Figure 4e. Spectra observed for minimum
(black, for 8000 fs2) and maximum (red, −1240 fs2)
enhancements are shown in Figure 4f.
The relative enhancement compared to TL pulses measured

for different phases has been quantified by either comparing the
intensity of the wavelength component corresponding to the
maximum (first column) or by comparing the integrated area
under the spectrum (second column), as listed in Table 1. The

stimulated emission enhancement was found highest for π-step
shaped pulses, followed closely by cubic phase shaped pulses.
When the enhancement was measured as the area under the
spectrum, then all pulse shapes lead to similar enhancement.
The enhancement produced by π-shaped pulses is spectrally
narrower than for the other pulse shapes.
Theoretical Model and Numerical Calculations. The

experimentally measured signal is a coherent sum of the laser
field and the fields generated due to the polarization of the
sample Esignal(t) = Eexitation(t) + Esample(t). The fields are
proportional to the phase shifted laser-induced polarization
Esample(t) = iP(t), which is the sum of linear and nonlinear
polarizations, proportional to the microscopic electronic
coherences of the dye molecules in solution P(t) ∝ ρ(t). The
electronic coherence of the molecule ρeg is defined as the sum
of the nondiagonal elements of the density matrix between the
ground and excited states. We used time-domain perturbation
theory to calculate the first-order ρeg

(1) and third-order ρeg
(3)

density-matrix elements of the system. The total electric field
emitted by the sample was calculated as Esignal(t) = Eexitation(t) +
iα[ρeg

(1)(t) + ρeg
(3)(t)], where α is a parameter describing the

relative contribution between the laser field and the field
generated by the sample. Attenuation of the laser by the
optically dense sample was described by first-order perturbation
theory, and the constant α was adjusted accordingly to fit the
experimental data. The simulated signal was multiplied by the
fluorescence spectrum for the dye in order to account for the
cooperative amplification observed for high OD solutions.
A schematic representation of the energy levels and states

used in our theory and numerical simulations is given in Figure
5. The excited electronic state was approximated by a collection
of vibronic states with excitation cross section proportional to
the experimental absorption spectrum, and the dephasing rate
for the individual levels (γ) had a value of 1013 fs−1. The
excitation cross section takes into account displacement in
coordinate space between ground and excited states. We have
found that using third-order perturbation theory gives adequate
description of the experimental results, and we did confirm it

using fifth-order perturbation theory and comparing with the
nonperturbative solution of the quantum Liouville equation of
motion.
The nonlinear component ρeg

(3)(t) is responsible for the
measured stimulated emission; therefore, time domain third-
order perturbation theory closely approximates the results
obtained as shown in Figures 1b,d. The measured spectrum was
compared to the Fourier transform of the calculated total field
in the time domain S(ω) = |∫ Esignal(t)e

iωt dt|2. Absorption of
the laser pulse resulting from propagation in dense media and
its influence on the measured stimulated emission were
calculated by considering thin sample layers, where absorption
within each layer is small enough that perturbation theory
applies. The output field from one layer was used as input field
for the subsequent thin layer. To accurately simulate results for
OD = 0.7 and 2.5 we used 3 and 6 thin slices, respectively, and
reproduced the exponential attenuation predicted by Beer−
Lambert’s law. Results from our simulations, shown in Figure 2,
successfully reproduce the observed enhancements in stimu-
lated emission. Given that our results, which do not take into
account energy relaxation, successfully reproduce the observed
signals, we conclude that the stimulated emission observed
takes place within the pulse duration. This finding is reinforced
by the fact that nonlinear optical interaction must occur while
the system is still within the Franck−Condon spectral window
accessible by the laser. We carried out upconversion measure-
ment on the stimulated emission and found it to be short-lived
(<100 fs). Additional details about the density matrix
calculations are provided in the Supporting Information.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Shaped femtosecond pulses are found to enhance stimulated
emission significantly. For moderate concentrations (OD ∼
0.7), attenuation of the blue part of the excitation spectrum is
observed, and a sharp spectral phase step on the red side of the
spectrum leads to a narrow factor of 6 enhancement of the
emitted spectrum at the step position. For optically dense
samples (OD ∼ 2.5) enhancements greater than an order of
magnitude are observed through amplification of the electric
field generated from the third-order polarization (see

Table 1. Stimulated Emission Enhancement Comparison
between Shaped and TL Pulses

phase type Ishaped(λmax)/I
TL(λmax) Ishaped/ITL

π-step 14 8.4
pump−probe 6.2 8.6
cubic 13 9
chirp 9 8.4

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the potential energy curves for the
ground and excited states of IR125. (left) Note the schematic
representation of the excited state and its broad and smooth
absorption spectrum (blue) and the laser spectrum (red). The
double-headed arrow indicates the presence of nonlinear optical
transitions within the bandwidth of the laser. (right) Reduced
representation of the system used for the density matrix calculations
used here. Notice how the collection of homogeneously broadened
excited states mimic the broad absorption spectrum.
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Supporting Information). The experimental signals are
simulated using third-order perturbation theory. Based on
theory, numerical simulations, and a number of control
experiments, we are able to provide a conceptual framework
for our observations. We attribute the enhancement to the
temporal profile of the excitation pulse causing fast population
transfer to the excited state followed by a weak tail responsible
for interacting with the excited state population and enhancing
stimulated emission. Our findings show that a simple phase step
can cause order-of-magnitude stimulated emission enhance-
ments.
Our findings are important from a fundamental point of view

and may find practical application in the transmission of signals
through absorbing media or in some form of microscopy. We
have previously found that enhanced stimulated emission leads
to a reduction in spontaneous fluorescence.14 Within the
context of pulse shaping, the π-phase step is one of the most
used and best understood functions especially when involving
multiphoton excitation.45−48 Our measurements illustrate and
explain the outcome of the interaction of shaped pulses with
molecules resonant with the excitation pulse. Finally, in the
context of Indocyanine Green being the only FDA approved
infrared dye and an important photodynamic therapy drug, our
findings may point to strategies for enhancing fluorescence or
production of singlet oxygen for tumor destruction, given the
ability of shaped pulses to control excited state population.
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